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Religious actors are under double pressure. The Taliban, as the main annre opposition,
see Islam as their main source of legitimacy. Religious leaders who express support for the
government, or who declare their neutrality. are subject to pressun: and, not infrequently.
asspssination. The government and their international allies, on the other hand, arc deeply
suspicious of religious authority. which they tend to associate with traditionalism and
ba.ckwardness, if not with radical militancy. Qiven the immense politicization of religion in
Afghanistan, both hiatoricaJ1y and during the last three decades of war, this is not surprising.
But. Islam remains a strong force in Afghan aociety. and C1lITeIlt policies tend to radicalize large
parts of the religious leadership. hence ~ngthening the militant opposition.
The insistence on a role of religious actors in civil society is controversial. Ernest Gellner
'bas argued that the idea of a civil society is intrinsical'y linked to a civility norm and
democratization rooted in individualization, in contrast to Islamic collectivisml . Others would
argue that the ulama - the higher clergy - ace themselves as custOO;a ns of the law, which
places them above the law. A related. argument is that the ulama - being on the state payroll lack independence. Each of these arguments have certain merits, and alert us to the danger of
seeing everything religious as part of civil society. In Afghanistan, there is an institutionalized
system of ulama councils, paid by the government, but a large part of the religious leaders
stand outside this system. And, wlille it is true that Islam is a law religion, and that many ,
ulama see themselves as its guardians, there are other interpretations and possible roles. Most
importantly, religious actors fulfill genuine civil aociety functions, in areas such as
socialization, advocacy, conDict resolution and eocial security.
As part of our researeh, we have interviewed religious leaders in t he capital, and - with
the Cooperation for Peace and Unity (CPAU) - conducted. case studies in Kunduz and Wardak.
We found that although a majority expressed positive views about the government's
development agenda. Although cautiously skeptical of the government, many believe that, as
religious leaders, they could positively contribute to this agenda by generatin£ support among
the people, as well as through more direct participation in development projects. Most religious
leaders, however, say they have not been invited to take part in such processes. A majority of
the religious leaders interviewed. - and virtually all those interviewed in Wardak - were critical
of the foreign military preeence. Yet, even those who wen: critical to foreign military Assistance
welcomed. development projects end signaled their willingness to cooperate with them. Overall,
the religious leaders find that to the extent that the government and internationals interact with
them, it is to enroll their support for predetermined initiatives, but rarely in genuine
consultation.
The impressions are confirmed when talking to representatives of the government and
the international community. There is a grea t deal of skepticism of religious actors. Although
there is a realization that they may be important actors at the local level, there is reluctance to
give them any tangible influence over plans and programs. There is alllD competition about who
genuinely repreaent civil aociety, as Non-Oow:rnmental Organizations (NOOsJ, despite their
brief history in the Afghan context, lay claim to opportunities for funding and infiuencc. NOOs
have become agents of modernization, pushing for reform, challenging traditional norms and
practices, and upeetting longstanding power structure. But, there are exceptions, where NOOs
work closely with religious leaders, particularly at the local level, finding that this IIDrt o f
collaboration significantly enhances their impact.
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There are severe limitations in the systematic knowledge on the role of religion in
Afghanistan. What is the interface between religious and other types of leaders at the local1evel.
when and how are the former able to play an independent role? How has traditionalist Islam
been influenced by Islamic radical movements, including an increasingly militant Taliban? How
are Afghan religious networks embedded in transnational ones, and to what extent are nonMghan influences the drivers of radica.lization? We need to know more on these and a range of
other issues.
Yet, we do know something. The virtual exclusion of religious actors in the post-Bonn
process has had severe costs. Currently, religious leaders are in a squeeze between the
government and the insurgency. with little space (or independent action. The challenge for the
government and its international actors is to start creating that space. For the government, it
implies that religious actors should be taken seriously. engaging in dialogue with them before
decisions are taken. For the internationals, it requires level of understanding and respect,
without necessarily being at the frontlines of religious dialogue. Ultimately. we all need to
realize that Islam and its leaders constitutes a force - indeed a resource - that must be an
integral part of any sustainable road towards peace in Afghanistan.

Oslo, February 2009
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Arper clerics caD. for peace talIra, Saacli role
Afghanistan's National Council of Ulema (religious leaders), the top religious council,
called 20, March 2009, for a national conference including the Taliban to discuss ending the
country's growing violence, with Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah playing a role. The call is
similar to one made by President H. Karzai, who also appealed to the Saudi leader to help
the war-ravaged country.
To ensure a full security as a key element in the country's progress, the council
unanimously decided that the traditional Loya Jirga (Great Assembly) be convened.
This assembly should involve religious scholars, intellectuals, tribal leaders, political
fJgures and parliamentarians and representatives of the Taliban and Hizb-e islami faction.
The United Nations and the Organisation of the Islamic Conference should also attend.
The resolution says: -For the anti-government forces to participate with confidence in
the Loya Jirga, it was suggested that their names be removed from the blacklist and that the
United Nations guarantee their safe~.
The meeting had unanimously decided that the lead role in negotiating with the
Taliban be given to King Abdullah because of his country's standing in Islam.
(Kabul. 20. March 2009)
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